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Abstract: In the twenty-first century, digital media (including email, blogs, and social networks) plays an important role in political communication – both in the official communication of political campaigns and in the popular political humor of the elections. This paper focuses on the online, mainly humorous, folklore of the 2014 Hungarian elections. It demonstrates how, using traditional patterns of folklore as well as individual creativity, this material reflects the actual political situation.
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INTRODUCTION

Hungary held two elections in the spring of 2014: the parliamentary election on April 6, and the election of the Hungarian delegation to the European Parliament on May 25. This paper will examine the mostly humorous online election folklore, which proved highly variable and popular among internet users during the campaign period preceding these two elections. This topic was chosen as a case study on online folklore or internet folklore for multiple reasons:

(1) Political elections, especially their preceding campaigns, inspire vernacular reactions that include vast amounts of folkloric texts, most of which fit into specific genres such as election rhymes, recruitment songs, anecdotes, jokes, etc.

(2) The technological advances of the twenty-first century allow election folklore to be distributed face-to-face and increasingly via electronically mediated communication (SMS, MMS, email, forum discussions, blogs, social media, etc.). However, just as election folklore has found its way to computer-mediated communication in the last few decades, the online environment has at the same time inspired new folkloristic forms such as the internet meme.
(3) As political elections (and their results) impact all Hungarian citizens, the potential exists for all Hungarian citizens to become involved as producers, consumers, and/or distributors of online election folklore as a form of political participation. Thus, the collection of relevant data on contemporary folklore simultaneously provides data on the folklore process: the creation, reception, transmission, and variation of this material across the internet. (4) Although serious research on digital folklore is rare and of rather varying quality in Hungary to date, the topic of popular political communication and folklore in a digital environment has received considerable attention and provides the background for this research.

This paper will outline the theoretical framework with basic concepts of online election folklore. It will draw attention to research conclusions on the online folklore of the 2002, 2006, and 2010 elections. And finally, it will present the findings on the 2014 online election folklore as illustrated by a representative sequence of campaign poster parodies.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND BASIC CONCEPTS

The study of online election folklore fits into the ever-changing concept of folklore as it draws on the traditional genres and texts of folklore (jokes, recruitment songs, and other short forms). Furthermore, key concepts of folklore studies, such as variation and adaptation, can be used to describe and interpret the new phenomena summed up under the umbrella term internet memes. Although examples themselves may be considered ephemeral, and even incomprehensible and irrelevant without contextual information, certain textual elements, motifs, formulas, plots, as well as visual patterns, etc., emerge again and again, serving as components in a line of tradition (cf. Blank & Howard 2013).

Most internet folklore and humor is topical, addressing current issues and events of either local or global interest (Laineste 2002; Blank 2013). This intertwines with the concept of newslore, a term coined by Russell Frank (2004, 2011) to describe “folklore that comments on, and is therefore indecipherable without knowledge of, current events” (Frank 2011: 7). Newslore takes multiple forms including “jokes; urban legends; digitally altered photographs; mock news stories; …; parodies of songs, poems, political and commercial advertisements, and movie previews and posters” (Frank 2011: 7). Election folklore fits perfectly into the concept of newslore; it is formulated topically, integrates popular reactions to the events and issues of the political campaign preceding the elections, and refers to the parties and individuals involved in it.
Most examples of online election folklore are humorous and can thereby be interpreted in the framework of political humor. According to the new Encyclopedia of Humor Studies, political humor is an umbrella term in which “politics refers broadly to social behaviors related to the governing bodies of a nation or comparable entity. Political humor, then, encompasses humor directed at or derived from politics, policies, political parties, institutions, and individuals involved in the political process, as well as humor used by politicians themselves” (Bippus 2014: 585). Tsakona and Popa stress building on the interplay of text and context, saying that “political humour usually does not inform the audience on political issues, but explicitly comments on them, and conveys critical stance towards certain political acts and figures” (Tsakona & Popa 2011: 8–9). In the case of election humor, the most important contextual element is the official political campaign itself, including the participating parties, their candidates, the campaign events and messages, and the various issues that occur throughout the campaign period (scandals, corruption, inappropriate behavior of politicians, etc.).

RESEARCH METHODS AND BACKGROUND

Due to the rapid developments within the online community, both in terms of technology and content, which impacts user interaction, the research methods used in this study could be considered somewhat experimental. The first research phase consisted of a detailed examination of the existing studies on the digital election folklore of the Hungarian parliamentary elections of 2002, 2006, and 2010. The second research phase consisted of collecting live online folklore during the 2014 election campaigns beginning in February 2014 through to the European Parliament elections on May 25. This phase involved gathering online folklore, monitoring relevant sites (blogs, tweets, commentary, etc.), and closely following online reactions to specific events, slogans, and other campaign texts (on methodology see Radchenko 2013; Domokos 2014).

Previous research and findings on digital election folklore in Hungary between 2002 and 2010

Hungarian scholars of communication, media studies, and political science consider 2002 a turning point in the use of online communication during elections, as well as its study. In 2002, “informational technologies as postmodern campaign tools” were introduced to Hungarian political campaigns as an
innovation (Dányi 2002: 23). This, however, meant primarily one-way content supply: messages being sent from the parties or politicians to voters. At the same time, following the first round of parliamentary elections, electronic communication took on a different role. Activists and supporters of the governing party, struck by the unexpected results that eventually led to the victory of the left-wing opposition, made a desperate attempt to regain their position by sending a large number of official campaign messages and related folkloristic content via SMS and email.\(^2\)

An online archive was immediately set up by the Open Society Archives (OSA) at Central European University, Budapest, collecting “… electronic campaign mail, [and] inviting all recipients of email and cell phone text messages related to the parliamentary elections to forward them to designated accounts. A large number of people responded by forwarding messages supporting, criticizing, accusing, or parodying the parties and candidates standing for election” (Székely 2008: 308; see also http://www.osaarchivum.org/hu/projects).

The incoming messages recorded from April 10 to May 10, 2002, and the online archive containing 900 emails and 185 SMSs is, to date, accessible in Hungarian,\(^3\) with a selection of texts translated into English.\(^4\) A sizeable group of texts included humorous political rhymes, up-to-date political adaptations, and parodies of classic poems (Sükösd & Dányi 2002: 289–290). This “election folklore” was studied by folklorists who attempted to outline their main genres: jokes, proverbs, paraphrases, prophecy parodies, rumors and rumor parodies, catchwords, and election rhymes (Balázs 2004; Nagy 2005; Povedák 2014). One scholar stressed that these texts are “folklore creations in the strictest sense of the word in contrast to mass culture since they are both expressions of a community with the power to form a community” (Povedák 2014: 167), and further argued that they express an independent and contemporary folk culture.

Researchers expected that the formation of digital election folklore as a popular reaction to the election campaign was in line with technological progress, and were prepared to archive and study it in subsequent elections, but the material collected in 2006 and 2010 was significantly scantier and excited less research interest (Povedák 2014: 167). These materials also became significantly more visual (cf. Baran 2012).

In 2006, the OSA Archivum “reopened its archive of electronic campaign letters, again inviting recipients of electronic messages related to the new parliamentary elections to forward these messages”.\(^5\) However, the number of messages forwarded to the OSA decreased significantly as compared to 2002. The SMS as a medium virtually disappeared as visual emails (with pictures attached or embedded) came to replace text messages. The quality of these digitally modified pictures improved significantly, in some cases reaching a professional
level (Székely 2008: 313). Most of them were modified versions of official campaign posters, some conveying political messages, others just making fun of them (Bodoky 2006).

In 2010, online political communication was significantly present in the campaigns of political parties, and included the use of personal blogs and YouTube videos, but social media and microblogging (e.g. Twitter) were not yet effectively used (Burján 2010a, 2010b). The OSA did not resume the collection and study of campaign messages. Digitally modified, mock election posters were collected on a communal blog called “Vote-o-shop: retouched campaign 2010”, wherein technical support was also offered to those intending to contribute, making it a kind of participatory archive.

**ONLINE FOLKLORE OF THE 2014 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS IN HUNGARY**

The expansion of internet services and mobile internet in the few years leading up to the 2014 election inevitably played an important role in the more intensive online presence and activity of political parties and individual politicians on various platforms of online media. The first part of the ‘fieldwork’ for this study involved monitoring three of the most widely read Hungarian news portals (index.hu, origo.hu, hvg.hu), their blogs and social media sites throughout the research period to gain an overall impression of the campaign, main figures, events, issues, etc., and to track vernacular responses and various forms of online election folklore. We also monitored the official Facebook pages of the incumbent prime minister, Viktor Orbán, and the contending prime minister candidates (Attila Mesterházy, Gábor Vona, Gordon Bajnai), as well as the political parties or groups of supporters involved in their campaigns. The second, more intensive part of the research included selecting significantly popular or variable text and meme types, and determining which political issues were the main sources of internet humor in connection with the campaign. These materials include examples of traditional folklore genres (e.g. jokes and humorous modifications of folk songs), but contemporary, online election folklore operates predominantly with new genres or forms summed up under the heading “internet memes”. This category, used both by researchers and online “prosumers”, sums up “images, videos, audios, and hyperlinks with humorous content, which are created by individuals with online access and easy-to-use software”, which are “often employed as a form of political and social participation” (Shifman 2014: 392).
Here, we focus on one type of internet meme: digitally modified images or image macros (Rutkoff 2007). In this research these are mostly modifications of campaign posters that contradict the statements, messages and achievements of the official campaign, producing incongruity by changing the picture, the text, or both, and thus being humorous. But such modifications are not always “folkloristic”. Official campaign posters can also mock the opponents, expressing criticism of their statements or actions. In this case they have a direct political goal of influencing voters, primarily by casting their opponents in a negative light. The situation is further complicated in the case of poster parodies created by supporters of a political party that later become incorporated in official or semi-official political communication, for example, when such posters are distributed on the official Facebook page of a political party. The following modification of a film poster provides an example of the merger of official and vernacular political communication.

The original poster for the film released in Hungarian cinemas on February 13, 2014 (Fig. 1), advertises a romantic comedy whose title alludes to sexuality “To Knock Down Timea Hajnal”. The creator of the parody poster (Fig. 2), a supporter of the liberal coalition Együtt-PM, modified a number of the original poster’s textual and visual details. In the parody poster, the

**Figure 1.** Source: [http://filmbook.blog.hu/2014/02/10/megdonteni_hajnal_timeat/](http://filmbook.blog.hu/2014/02/10/megdonteni_hajnal_timeat/), last accessed on 25 September 2018.

**Figure 2.** Source: [http://444.hu/2014/02/14/az-ellenzek-elvesszite-az-eszet](http://444.hu/2014/02/14/az-ellenzek-elvesszite-az-eszet), last accessed on 25 September 2018.
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title and the proverbial slogan (“The goal sanctifies the means”) was changed to a political message: “To knock down Viktor Orbán. The goal unites”. The poster substitutes the faces and names of leading actors with those of leading liberal candidates. Furthermore, the film’s release date was changed to that of the parliamentary elections. The parody poster’s image soon appeared on the official Facebook page of the political party, Együtt 2014 (Together 2014), and was used as an unofficial campaign poster.

A noticeable feature of the gathered 2014 campaign folklore as well as the official campaign was personalization. As István Povedák states:

Contemporary political style is increasingly dominated by tabloidization and personalization. This includes a focus on the leader [i.e. political leader], which is characterized not only by the fact that political messages shift rather from organizations to individuals, but also by popularization, that is the representation of political events through the lives of ordinary people. (Povedák 2014: 153)

One example that has inevitably influenced the strategies of Hungarian parties is the 2008 online campaign of Barack Obama, which utilized online tools (social media, paid bloggers, email communication, and YouTube videos) to effectively convey his message, and his 2012 campaign which mobilized activists of online networks (Merkovity 2009; Takaragawa & Carty 2012; Hong & Nadler 2012; on the folkloristic aspects of the US election campaign see Duffy & Teruggi Page & Young 2012; on the ‘LOLitics’ of the 2012 election see Tay 2014).

During the 2014 Hungarian election campaigns, the most popular target of election humor was undoubtedly Viktor Orbán, who, as head of Fidesz, the governing party, served as Hungary’s prime minister from 1998 to 2002, and again from 2010 to the present. Because of his political role, his leadership style, and his personality, a considerably rich folklore has developed around him throughout the past seventeen years (see Povedák 2011: 159–175; for a detailed analysis of Viktor Orbán as a hero of contemporary folklore see Povedák 2014). Opinion polls have shown that Viktor Orbán’s popularity significantly exceeds the popularity of his political party, hence the Fidesz campaign in 2014 was based personally on the prime minister.

The personalization and tabloidization accompanying the campaign period can be illustrated by the example of the pink couch. The original image (Fig. 3) comes from a photoshoot for a tabloid magazine in which Viktor Orbán and his family participated. It was originally published on the official Facebook page of the prime minister, and led to numerous parodies referencing popular culture: the couch and Orbán depicted jointly as a product in an IKEA catalogue (Fig. 4); the couch inserted in a frame of the American television show,
Friends, with members of the governing party, Fidesz, taking on the main roles (Fig. 5). Another poster parody conveyed a direct political message in support of the left-wing party, MSZP, by placing politicians and other commonly known personalities linked to the Fidesz campaign, who had been involved in controversial issues or scandals during the campaign period, on the couch (Fig. 6).

**Figure 3.** Source: http://hvg.hu/itthon/20140331_Foto_Orban_Viktor_tudja_fokozni, last accessed on 25 September 2018.

**Figure 4.** Source: http://hvg.hu/velemeny/20140331_Fotok_Orban_Putyin_vallan_pihen_avagy_bei, last accessed on 25 September 2018.

**Figure 5.** Source: http://www.nyugat.hu/tartalom/cikk/orbaneknal_mar_rozsaszin_az_elet_egy_kanapeban, last accessed on 25 September 2018.

**Figure 6.** Source: http://hvg.hu/velemeny/20140402_Fotok_Rogan_basa_Cili_es_a_Baratok_kozt_, last accessed on 25 September 2018.
The Prime Minister of Hungary

The last part of this paper focuses on one sequence of variants as a representative example of the online folklore of the 2014 elections in Hungary. The numerous variants were based on a campaign poster for the incumbent prime ministerial candidate, Victor Orbán, of the governing party, Fidesz (Fig. 7).

The poster consists of three main elements: a portrait of Viktor Orbán, a simple text in white, saying “The prime minister of Hungary”, and Hungarian national flags in the background. Although this was the main campaign poster for Fidesz, it did not contain any concrete reference to the political party, the person in the picture or the election at all. The simple poster with a very simple message provided a blank canvas on which ‘online folk artists’ could create a vast number of variations by changing one or more of the three elements listed above.

One group of these poster parodies changed only the text to contradict the original message by adding the date of the elections “Prime minister of Hungary – until the 6th of April” (Fig. 8). Other modifications used wordplay or puns to considerably modify the meaning with only minor changes in the wording. Adding a definite article and changing a single letter in one word changes “Magyarország miniszterelnöké” (Prime Minister of Hungary) into “Magyarország a miniszterelnöké” (Hungary is the property of the Prime Minister), an ironic reference to the centralization accomplished by the government between 2010 and 2014 (Fig. 9). The last example of this type of poster adaptation shows the original text has been changed to the quote, “Big Brother is watching you” from George Orwell’s novel 1984 (Fig. 10).
Another group of examples uses only visual modifications, changing the portrait and/or the background, to achieve incongruity. Several of these examples refer to Viktor Orbán’s leadership style by substituting his portrait with those of Hungarian political leaders from the totalitarian regime, e.g. János Kádár (Fig. 11) and Ferenc Szálasi (Fig. 12), as well as the current Russian president Vladimir Putin (Fig. 13).
By modifying both the textual and visual content, parodies can convey a more complex message or more specific reference to current events. But they can also shift the context from direct political content to other phenomena of popular culture, with (often nonsensical) humor (cf. Bodoky 2006: 31). One poster shows Mr. Bean in Orbán’s place, with the text “The prime minister of Hungary. The ultimate disaster” (Fig. 14). The creator of the poster parody refers to a popular comedian of that time, and also expresses his political views. Another poster replaces Orbán’s portrait with that of Jimi Hendrix, with text stating that “This is not the prime minister of Hungary” (Fig. 15) – a message as simple as the original.

Figure 11. Source: http://fideszfigyelo.blog.hu/2014/03/16/vegre_kiderult_hogy_mi_a_fidesz_programja, last accessed on 25 September 2018.

Figure 12. Source: http://galeria.index.hu/tech/2014/03/17/orban_a_fonok_a_memeskutban/3, last accessed on 25 September 2018.

Figure 13. Source: http://esattogoslepke.tumblr.com/post/79807609381, no longer available.
Following their success in the parliamentary election, Fidesz repurposed the posters (shown in Fig. 7) for the European Parliament campaign by pasting a new text over the old one: “Let’s tell Brussels: Respect the Hungarians!” and adding the logos of Fidesz and KDNP (Fig. 16).
The renewed posters inspired a new, even stronger wave of modifications, traces of which can still be observed today. The message (and sometimes the addressee) was changed in many ways, for example, suggesting telling Brussels (and thus the European Union) to “[s]end more money”. The poster became an internet meme, stimulating official and popular, political and non-political responses. Even after the elections a meme generator was set up for a few months to allow the user to change the message and addressee of the original poster by filling in two text-boxes. These poster modifications could be distributed with a link to the generator. The slogan “Respect the Hungarians” became proverbial, inspiring paraphrases, wordplay, and jokes.

More recent political events underline that a year later, the poster and slogan, “Respect the Hungarians”, are still known and can serve as a point of reference available for further variation. On May 22, 2015, Jean-Claude Juncker, president of the European Commission and former prime minister of Luxembourg, called Hungary’s prime minister a dictator and playfully slapped him in the face during a press photoshoot at the Riga Summit. A vernacular reaction – in the form of an animGIF – was born within 24 hours (Fig. 17). Together with the inserted video, the original message – asking for more respect from the European Union – gained an entirely new meaning.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a case study on contemporary folklore in an electronic environment, examining material that was created during the campaign period preceding the 2014 elections in Hungary. Most of the collected ‘online election folklore’ cannot be placed in any of the traditional folklore genres, but is rather a popular reaction to the campaign in a visual form, most often an image macro. Although examples themselves may be considered ephemeral, and even incomprehensible and irrelevant without contextual information, certain textual elements, motifs, formulas, plots, as well as visual patterns, etc. emerge over and over again, serving as components in a line of tradition.

NOTES

1 This paper is based on research conducted together with my colleague, Mariann Domokos. A longer research paper addressing the theoretical and methodological questions of studying online folklore has been published in Hungarian (Domokos & Vargha 2015).

2 For example: “Viktor Orbán writes: We need more for the fight. / When next we hear the call, / In line we all must fall! / Long live our homeland! / Pass it on to five patriots” (Povedák 2014: 167). This text is based on the Kossuth song, a folk song over 150 years old, with more than 600 variants known from oral distribution. On its use and innovative variants referring to daily politics see Domokos & Vargha 2015: 151–154.

3 See http://kampanyarchivum.osaarchivum.org/kampany02/list.php, last accessed on 16 October 2018.

4 See http://kampanyarchivum.osaarchivum.org/eng.html, last accessed on 16 October 2018.


6 The 2006 messages are available on the following website: http://kampanyarchivum.osaarchivum.org/kampany06/list.php, last accessed on 16 October 2018.

7 Tamás Bodoky, researcher of media studies, analyzed 567 campaign poster parodies archived from the sg.hu forum titled “We Photoshop worse than four years ago”, alluding to the Fidesz campaign slogan: “We live worse than four years ago” (Bodoky 2006). The forum itself is no longer available.

8 See http://voteoshop.blog.hu/, last accessed on 25 September 2018. Administrators of the blog identified it as a resumption of the 2006 forum “We Photoshop worse than four years ago”, containing “honest and/or funny versions of campaign posters, films and other political advertisements”.
In Hungary, with a population of nearly 10 million people, the number of internet subscriptions was roughly 2.8 million at the end of 2009 (see https://www.ksh.hu/docs/eng/xstadat/xstadat_annual/i_oni001.html, last accessed on 25 September 2018). By the end of the first quarter of 2014, the number of subscriptions exceeded 6.6 million; the most dynamically expanding area is mobile internet with over 4 million subscriptions (see https://www.ksh.hu/docs/hun/xstadat/xstadat_evkozi/e_oni001.html, last accessed on 25 September 2018). Detailed data can be found on the website of the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (see http://www.ksh.hu/?lang=en, last accessed on 25 September 2018).

Although the most traditional, and, for over a century, the most common and popular genre of political humor is the political joke used extensively to comment on political issues, political figures and parties, we came across very few political jokes regarding the 2014 election in our online research.

Merrill Kaplan gives the following definition of the meme as a genre: “On the Internet, meme has become a genre term, albeit a broad one. Meme may refer to nearly any creation or practice that has ‘gone viral’, in which it is transmitted, transformed, and retransmitted quickly and widely enough across the Internet and other new media outlets to have attained status as a familiar cultural reference online. Examples may include catchphrases, edited photographs, image macros, and pranks” (Kaplan 2013: 136).


See http://hvg.hu/tudomany/20140527_uzenjen_on_is_itt_a_fidesz_generator, last accessed on 25 September 2018.
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